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The Cellular Internet



Cell Talking

• Cells do not have the ability to “talk” and yet 
they have an almost constant communication

• To do this, the cell must convert a signal
(Called a Ligand)on the surface of its 
membrane into a series of steps and actions.

– This process is called Signal Transduction Pathway

• Remarkably, the transduction pathways of most 
organisms are remarkably similar if not interchangeable



Quorum Sensing
• Many single celled organisms (especially bacteria) 

are constantly releasing “density signal proteins”

• These proteins can bind to receptor cells on other 
bacteria cell membranes.

• The more receptors bind, the slower the cell 
mitoses (allowing for fast replication when space 
is available and more careful, slower replication 
when it is not.)

• Remarkably, very similar “external regulator or 
Local Regulators” proteins are used when your 
skin cells heal a wound



3 Stages of Cell Signaling
• Reception:  Target cell detects a signal molecule 

coming from outside the cell.

– This occurs when the signal molecule binds to the 
receptor molecule.

• Transduction: The binding of the signal protein 
changes the receptor in some way, initiating the 
transduction process.

– The transduction process will either convert the 
signal or create a new signal that begins the cellular 
response process (Often it creates a relay)

• Response: The signal triggers a cellular response



G-Protein 
• G-Proteins are a special family of protein receptors that 

have 7 alpha-helices spanning their membranes
– This widely used protein family controls significant body 

functions including vision & smell.
– It is estimated that about 60% of all medication affect G-

proteins in at least some way

• The G-protein acts as a molecular switch, which is either 
on or off depending on which Guanine nucleotide is 
attached

• When GDP is bound to the G-protein, the switch is off.
• When the appropriate signal molecule binds to G-protein 

coupled receptor, it causes GDP to be replaced by GTP; 
Activating the G-protein by fusing to it

• This new GTP-G-Protein signal molecule can bind to a 
different receptor, turning it on or off
– In the binding process, the GTP loses a phosphate making it 

GDP and inactivating the G-protein



One Bird, Lotsa Stones
• Similar to the G-protein receptors is another group 

of protein receptors known as Tyrosine Kinase 
Receptors which regulate many responses using as 
little as 2 signal proteins
– In this way, multiple pathways can be started at once, 

from a single signal (Common in growth)

– Kinase receptors are structurally an alpha helix with 
multiple tyrosine molecules attached w/in the cell.  

– The signal proteins bind and cause two different TKRs to 
associate closely with each other, creating a dimer.  
(Which in turn activates the Tyrosine)

– The active Tyrosines are then phosphorylated by ATP, fully 
activating them; causing them to start a separate, 
specific, transduction pathway



Ligand Gated Ion Channels 

• LGIC are protein receptors within a cell 
membrane that have a region that acts as a gate

• The ligand binding receptor (region) is located 
on the extracellular side of the membrane

• Upon ligand binding, the receptor opens a 
channel, allowing something specific in or out

– It can also close a channel in the same way

– Some LGICs have two separate receptor sites; some 
have one and the ligand only briefly binds 
(dissociates)



Ligand Gated 
or 

Voltage Gated Ion Channels
• Both channels are extremely important 

information exchange in the nervous system

• Neurotransmitter molecules, released at neural 
synapses between two nerve cells bind as ligands 
to ion channels

• This allows the channel to open and allows ions 
to flow in or out, triggering an electrical signal 
relay down the length of the receiving cells

• In a VGIC, voltage is used in the place of the 
ligand



Phosphorylating
• There are thousands of different ways to activate or 

deactivate a protein by binding something to it or 
breaking something off of it

• However, there is one way that is far more commonly 
used than the rest:
– Phosphorylation, or simply using an ATP molecule to 

attach a phosphate (along with most of its energy) to the 
molecule

• The general name for a enzyme that transfers 
phosphate groups from ATP to a protein is Protein 
Kinase. (Usually Serine, Threonine, or Tyrosine)

• Equally important is the molecule that can remove 
phosphate groups from proteins called Protein 
Phosphatase (Dephosphorytlation), <off button>



Phosphorylation Cascade
• Within many transduction pathways exists a relay 

of signal proteins that, when activated, begin 
activating other proteins in turn.
– This almost always done by creating a 

Phosphorylation cascade in which:
• A signal (ligand) protein binds to an external receptor

• This binding causes a relay molecule to activate Protein 
Kinase #1 (PK1)– Transferring a phosphate from ATP to an 
inactive Protein Kinase #2 (PK2).

• This activates PK2 which catalyzes the phosphorylation (and 
activation of) Protein Kinase #3 (PK3)

• This continues until an Inactive signal protein is activated 
(Phosphorylated) bringing about the cell’s response.
– At each step, Protein Phosphatases (PP) remove the phosphate, 

deactivating it, and making it available for reuse.



Second Messenger Molecules
• Not every signal molecule in the body is a 

protein
– Proteins have disadvantages because of their high 

reactivity and large size

• Many signal pathways involve small, non-
protein, water-soluble molecules or ions 
called Second Messenger Molecules
– The Ligand or initial signaling molecule that binds 

to the extracellular receptor is considered the First 
messenger

• The 2 most widely used 2nd messengers are 
cyclic AMP and Calcium ions (Ca2+)



cyclic AMP (cAMP)
• cyclic AMP (cAMP): Cyclic Adenosine 

MonoPhosphate
– Is made from a molecule of ATP by an enzyme 

embedded in many cell membranes called 
Adenylyl cyclase (AC)
• AC cleaves 2 phosphates from ATP making it cAMP

• This rapid enzymatic reaction can increase cAMP 
concentration in the cytoplasm 20fold in a matter of 
seconds

• This (usually) activates serine/threonine kinase 
enzymes called Protein Kinase A which in turn 
phosphorylates other proteins depending on the cell

– The cAMP is generally converted back to AMP by 
an enzyme known as phosphodiesterase



Calcium Ions & Inositol Triphosphate (IP3)

• Calcium ions are even more widely used as 
secondary messengers (than cAMP)

• Growth factors, neurotransmitters, and even the 
“greening” of plants leaves are Ca2+ controlled
– Most cells contain as much as 10,000 times LESS Ca2+

naturally, than their extra cellular fluid (ER aside)
• The ER usually houses significantly higher levels of Ca2+ than 

the cytosolic concentrations

– Signal transduction can cause cytosolic concentration 
to rapidly increase by binding to ER receptors
• This often leads to the release of other secondary 

messengers like inositol triphosphate (IP3) and 
Diacylglycerol (DAG) which are cleaved from phospholipids



Signal Transduction     Protein Selection

• Many signal transduction pathways are used as a 
“way of telling” the nucleus which proteins are 
needed.
– To do this, some protein signal causes the nucleus to 

begin copying the instructions (Transcription)

– Any protein that causes the transcription of DNA is 
called a Transcription Factor (TF)
• Generally, the First Messenger molecule (Because it is 

leading to transcription) is called a Growth Factor (GF)

– The GF binds to the extra cellular receptor, leading to 
a phosphorylation cascade, which produces a 
secondary messenger which enters the nucleus and 
activates a TF in the nucleus, causing transcription



Amplification & Specificity

• Using such elaborate transduction pathways, cells 
are able to closely regulate what a signal does 
(allowing for tighter control of delicate paths)
– By amplifying a signal at each step in the relay, it 

allows for preparation to occur without actual 
execution (especially important in cell growth/division

• By only giving certain cells certain receptors, the 
cell can use the same signal and get a variety of 
responses
– This allows elaborate control from a small selection of 

proteins (which can be very good or very bad…)
• There exists a single “brain” protein that controls 30+ paths



Apoptosis
• Apoptosis:  Pre-programmed cellular death

– When a cell is not functioning properly, has reached the 
end of its life (Usually malfunctioning), or is not following 
direction

– A small subgroup off cells do this even when completely 
healthy
• Most seem to be evolutionary vestiges

• Cellular agents chop the cells DNA, fragment the 
organelles, and the cell shrivels and becomes 
“lobed” (Blebbing) 
– The parts are then engulfed in vaccuoles and digested by 

special “scavenger” cells

– This keeps neighboring cells relatively unaffected



Apoptotic Pathways

• Apoptosis can be initiated by external cell signal 
or internal cell signals.

– The breakdown cells in the formation of fingers as 
well as colonial control of cancerous cells (Forming 
benign tumors) are examples of external regulation

– Alarm signals that come from the nucleus when 
DNA is damaged beyond repair or from the RER 
when mass protein miss-folding occurs is an 
example of internal cellular regulation



The Guardian Angel Protein
• There exists an external regulator protein called 

p53 which is famous throughout oncology as the 
cell’s “Guardian Angel”
– This protein works, amazingly, by identifying cells that 

are malfunctioning (Blebbing)
– It also activates in the presence of damaged DNA or 

DNA particles

• This protein can initiate cellular apoptosis by 
binding to the active sites of almost any cell type

• Remarkably, it only seems to bind when things go 
wrong (A Phenomena we are still working on…) 
– It also is closely regulated by a completely separate 

pathway that is very careful not to allow too much 
p53 in the cytosolic fluid at any given time


